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We propose an analytical distinction between standard risk aversion based on the valuation of a single
gamble and marginal risk aversion based on the change in valuation between two gambles. We measure
marginal risk aversion in two dimensions—mean and variance. Data from a field experiment is used
to study marginal risk aversion. Our results suggest that individuals rely on a reference gamble when
assessing marginal risk. Individual responses to marginal changes in mean and variance are nearly
identical in direction and magnitude—suggesting that information on both standard and marginal risk
aversion is needed to accurately model behavior.
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Applied economists have developed a vibrant
literature that seeks to quantify the impacts
of risk on production decisions. This technical
literature posits an expected utility objective
function and relies on advanced economet-
ric techniques to back risk preferences out
of observed input decisions. The accuracy of
the assumption that individuals maximize ex-
pected utility is often threatened by perva-
sive and arbitrary decision heuristics, which
could therefore cause severe bias when esti-
mating risk preferences. Consider, for exam-
ple, an investor who receives and evaluates
new information, then makes slight adjust-
ments in her investment positions accordingly.
Such an incremental approach with marginal
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adjustments could imply different behavior
than if she reevaluated her entire portfolio
from scratch in response to new information
or new investment options. Although applied
economists generally assume that individu-
als globally reevaluate their alternatives when
estimating risk preferences, individuals often
seem to favor incremental adjustments based
on comparisons between options. In such con-
texts methods that explicitly assess changes in
risk preferences on the margin may yield more
robust estimates of behavioral parameters.

In this article, we distinguish between stan-
dard risk aversion and marginal risk aversion.
The conceptual distinction between these mea-
sures of risk aversion is simple. Standard mea-
sures of risk aversion such as Arrow–Pratt
coefficients are generally based on isolated,
stand-alone gambles and indicate risk aver-
sion whenever an individual’s certainty equiv-
alent for a gamble is below its expected value.
Marginal risk aversion, on the other hand, in-
volves a comparison between gambles and is
displayed when the individual responds con-
servatively to changes in the gamble. Thus, an
individual is risk averse on the margin if her
valuation increases (decreases) when the gam-
ble changes to become less (more) risky.

In an expected utility maximization world
the distinction between standard and marginal
measures of risk aversion may be trivial, but
these differences quickly become important
when behavior deviates from expected utility.
To illustrate, consider one of the best-known
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expected utility deviations: the tendency to
overweight small probabilities and under-
weight large probabilities, which is responsible
in part for the certainty effect and other cogni-
tive biases. Such probability weighting drives
a wedge between standard and marginal risk
aversion. To see how, suppose an individual has
a simple linear utility function, which implies
risk neutrality in the expected utility frame-
work but systematically underweights large
probabilities. This individual will value a gam-
ble with a large probability of gain below its
expected value, suggesting risk aversion. The
same individual, however, may be indifferent
between this gamble and another one with the
same expected value and similar probabilities
but greater variability in potential outcomes,
suggesting risk neutrality. Such a disparity be-
tween behavior taken on average and behav-
ior on the margin could help to explain why
empirical estimates of risk aversion are widely
variant and inconsistent (see Just and Peter-
son 2003). In particular, slightly different ap-
proaches to the same problem may produce
very different risk estimates if one approach
considers behavioral responses in aggregate,
and the other implies marginal behavioral ad-
justments.

We derive simple measures of standard and
marginal risk aversion and apply these mea-
sures to data collected from an economic ex-
periment conducted among Indian farmers in
the state of Tamil Nadu. In this experiment
farmers stated their willingness-to-pay (WTP)
for several different payoff distributions. Our
derived measures show a substantial discrep-
ancy between standard and marginal risk at-
titudes, with many farmers simultaneously
appearing to be risk averse on average and risk
loving on the margin. The evidence points to
an anchoring-and-adjustment process in which
individuals anchor on their willingness to pay
for a specific gamble, then make adjustments
to this value when similar gambles are pre-
sented. Rather than using a reference point
(e.g., Kahneman and Tversky 1979),1 individ-
uals appear to use a reference gamble. Impor-
tantly, it is impossible to reconcile this behavior
with a probability weighted model, since the
estimates of a value function would have to
account for both local convexity and global
concavity.

1 Bell (1985) proposes a related model, whereby individuals an-
chor on the expected outcome, with fear of disappointment (a re-
sult below that expectation), resulting in risk behavior.

Literature Review

To the best of our knowledge, no one has yet
distinguished between standard and marginal
risk aversion or suggested that both of the
aversions may be the result of separate cog-
nitive processes. There are, however, a couple
of good reasons in the existing risk literature
for why this distinction may matter to applied
economists. First, expected utility theory at-
tributes risk aversion entirely to the curvature
of the utility function. Empirical applications
in agriculture have generally sought to deter-
mine the level of curvature that best describes
the input decisions of farmers (see Just and
Just forthcoming). The outcomes of such esti-
mation rely heavily on the assumption of ex-
pected utility maximization. Anomalies such
as the certainty effect—the discounting of un-
certain outcomes more than the probability
would imply—could therefore cause severe
bias in risk aversion estimates, because the
psychological effect can be interpreted as se-
vere risk aversion. Alternatively, the certainty
effect should be absent when comparing two
nontrivial gambles, potentially leading to very
different estimates of risk aversion. This is fun-
damentally a failure of the independence ax-
iom, which supposes that preferences should
be independent of the addition of identical lot-
tery components.

A second reason why the standard versus
marginal risk aversion distinction may matter
is highlighted by Rabin (2000) and Just and
Peterson (2003), who show that an absurd de-
gree of utility function curvature is required
in an expected utility framework to rationalize
many individuals’ responses to relatively small
gambles. Responses to small changes in gam-
bles may not elicit the same radical responses.
Thus, distinguishing between risk aversion and
marginal risk aversion may provide insight into
this apparent anomaly.

In the balance of this review section, we
highlight in greater detail four strands in the
risk literature that are relevant to this distinc-
tion. The first relates to Arrow’s (1971) hy-
pothesis that absolute risk aversion decreases
as wealth increases—identical to shifting the
mean of a distribution holding all else con-
stant. Second, we discuss the certainty effect
that implies a distinction between standard and
marginal risk aversion with the point of de-
parture being certainty. Third, the probabil-
ity distortion literature highlights a potential
practical benefit of considering risk aversion
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on the margin. Since the certainty effect can be
understood as a result of a systematic misper-
ception of probabilities, these second and third
strands are closely related. Finally, we discuss
a pair of papers that hypothesize a delineation
between diminishing marginal utility of wealth
and risk preferences.

Friedman and Savage’s (1948) explanation
of risk taking behavior supposed that the util-
ity of wealth function changes its degree of
concavity (or convexity) dramatically as one
moves from a situation with a low level of
wealth to a situation in which she/he has large
amounts of wealth. In particular, they suppose
that utility of wealth functions must display
risk-loving behavior (convexity) for interme-
diate amounts of wealth and risk-averse be-
havior (concavity) for large or small amounts
of wealth. A utility function of this shape
would explain why poor individuals may buy
insurance and lottery tickets simultaneously,
while wealthier individuals would reject lot-
tery tickets. Later, Arrow (1971) addressed the
relationship between wealth and risk behav-
ior, taking the mathematical theory to its lim-
its. Arrow hypothesized that utility of wealth
functions would demonstrate decreasing ab-
solute risk aversion (DARA) and increasing
relative risk aversion as wealth increased. The
intuition behind these relationships is simple.
As their wealth increases, individuals should
be more willing to take any particular risk
and less willing to risk any percentage of their
wealth.

These two hypotheses, while simple, have fu-
eled many applied studies with mixed results,
although they generally support DARA. These
studies employ econometric estimation to ex-
amine both production decisions facing profit
risk (e.g., Bar-Shira, Just, and Zilberman 1997;
Chavas and Holt 1990, 1996; Lins, Gabriel,
and Sonka 1981; Pope and Just 1991; Saha,
Shumway, and Talpaz 1994) and more con-
ventional individual decisions (e.g., Bellante
and Saba 1986; Cohn et al. 1975; Landskro-
ner 1977; Morin and Fernandez-Suarez 1983;
Siegel and Hoban 1982). Thus, according to the
extant theoretical and empirical literature, one
would expect individuals to be risk loving on
the margin as the expected value of a gamble
increases. DARA relates to the third deriva-
tive of utility of wealth function and occurs
if and only if − u′′′(w)

u′′(w) > − u′′(w)
u′(w) . The right-hand

side of this inequality represents absolute risk
aversion—a measure of one’s willingness to
take on risk, while the left-hand side represents

absolute prudence (Kimball 1990)—a measure
of how sensitive choice is to risk.2 Thus, ab-
solute prudence measures how absolute risk
aversion changes as wealth level changes and
may rightly be thought of as a marginal risk-
aversion concept.

Next, the certainty effect may shed light on
how risk aversion changes as variance of a
prospect changes. The certainty effect com-
monly occurs when individuals must choose
between some certain outcome and at least one
risky choice. Individuals behave as if the prob-
ability assigned to the sample space for the
risky choice sums to less than one.3 In this case,
the individual penalizes all risky choices in a
way that is inconsistent with the independence
axiom. In particular, the certainty effect can
be found when a choice between lotteries, one
being a certain outcome and the other a lottery
with greater expected value, is compared to the
same lotteries compounded with another lot-
tery that receives a majority of the probability.
When choosing between the original lotteries,
a majority of individuals will choose the cer-
tain outcome. When presented with the com-
pound lottery, the differences in probabilities
for the best outcome become disproportion-
ately small in the minds of individuals choosing
between the lotteries, leading them to choose
the riskier outcome—a violation of the inde-
pendence axiom.

The certainty effect is pervasive, especially
in choices involving probabilities near 1 or
0 (Camerer 1995), and has been found by
many independent studies (see e.g., MacCrim-
mon and Larsson 1979). This pervasive ef-
fect and its associated uncertainty penalty
have important implications in the present
context. If, as suggested by the certainty ef-
fect, the mere presence of uncertainty causes
individuals to discount their valuation of a
prospect, then their valuation of a gamble
will depend on whether it is evaluated rela-
tive to a certain or uncertain alternative. In
the former case—which is akin to evaluat-
ing the gamble in isolation—the value is dis-
counted by the uncertainty penalty, but in
the latter the marginal value of one gam-
ble relative to another effectively differences

2 Constant absolute risk aversion occurs if absolute prudence
and absolute risk aversion are equal, while increasing absolute
risk aversion occurs if absolute prudence is less than absolute risk
aversion.

3 This provides one explanation of the certainty effect. Other
explanations allow the sample space a full weight (see Camerer
1995 for a complete summary).
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away this penalty.4 If individuals formulate
risk preferences by comparing gambles using
a reference-based approach, this distinction
may be particularly important when examining
how behavior changes when underlying risk
changes.

The third strand in the risk literature that
is relevant for our purposes is probability
distortion—one of the primary explanations
of the certainty effect. Preston and Barrata
(1948) were the first to note that individuals
misperceive probabilities in choosing between
risky outcomes. They ran auctions for vari-
ous simple gambles—gambles in which there
was a fixed probability of winning an amount
of money. With regularity they found that in-
dividuals would bid more than the expected
value for low probability wins (below 0.25) and
less than the expected value for higher prob-
ability wins. The effect was robust when the
experiment was run on PhD statisticians and
other academics highly familiar with probabil-
ity measures. This effect was exaggerated when
more individuals were involved in the auction.
Edwards (1953) confirmed these results using
individual choices instead of auctions.

This result—that small probabilities are
overweighted and large probabilities are
underweighted—is one of the most robust re-
sults in risk experiments and has formed the
basis for several models (Hong 1983; Kah-
neman and Tversky 1979). Lattimore, Baker,
and Witte (1992) find that probability distor-
tions seem to be dependent on the absolute
level of payoffs involved, with higher values
yielding a higher point where perceived and
actual probabilities are identical. At a very
rough level Tversky and Kahneman (1992) find
that the weighting function differs between
gains and losses. Such probability distortion
suggests a potential benefit of thinking about
marginal risk aversion in empirical applica-
tions. Provided that individuals’ probability
weighting functions are relatively stable, mea-
sures of marginal risk aversion may effectively
difference away probability distortions that
otherwise hamper standard measures of risk
aversion. Probability distortions are unlikely
to change substantially over the risk margin,

4 Differencing away the uncertainty penalty in this way relies
on one of two assumptions: (a) the uncertainty penalty is not pro-
portional to the magnitude of the gamble, or (b) the comparison
gambles are close enough in magnitude to make the proportional-
ity of this penalty a moot question. Our empirical application relies
on the second assumption.

thus minimizing their impact on measures of
marginal risk aversion. This is similar to the
way in which the certainty effect disappears
when considering only uncertain prospects. In
the next section we develop this potential ben-
efit in greater detail and derive some testable
implications.

A fourth literature separates the notion of
diminishing marginal utility of wealth from
risk preference. Dyer and Sarin (1982) in-
troduce a framework whereby risk prefer-
ence is measured with respect to diminishing
marginal utility under certainty, which they
call strength of preference. Their measure sup-
poses that the utility function changes shape
when facing different gambles. If when facing
a risky choice the individual’s von Neuman–
Morgenstern utility function is more concave
than when the individual is facing certainty,
the individual alters her/his preferences when
facing a risky choice. This individual would
be considered relatively risk averse. Alter-
natively, an individual whose von Neuman–
Morgenstern utility function becomes more
convex when facing a risky prospect than when
facing the same outcomes with certainty would
be called relatively risk prone. The framework
we suggest is similar in that it compares risk
behavior between two gambles—one with risk
and one without. The framework we eventu-
ally explore compares risk aversion between
two nontrivial gambles, with one designated
as a reference gamble, although the reference
gamble payoff is not certain.

Pennings and Garcia (2001) took a more
comprehensive approach by comparing the
results of several risk aversion measures—
both those based in expected utility and those
based on more general psychological con-
structs. They find that, while using four dif-
ferent and disparate measures of risk attitude,
they can explain 60% of the variation in use of
futures contracts among Dutch farmers, while
each individual measure can only explain be-
tween 9% and 27%. Importantly, they find
that the various measures of risk aversion are
significantly positively correlated, suggesting
some degree of overarching validity to the no-
tion of risk aversion. Still, individual variabil-
ity in risk attitude from decision to decision
is evident: many display risk aversion overall
but can make individual decisions that are risk
loving when evaluated in isolation. We build on
this apparent inconsistency in this article with-
out distinction between overall and marginal
risk aversion.
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The Effect of Probability Distortions
on Measures of Risk Aversion

In this section, we develop a framework to
evaluate the impacts of probability weighting
on estimates of risk aversion resulting from
production decisions. We use this framework
to derive our research hypotheses regarding
marginal and standard risk aversion measures.
Consider the case where a farmer must allo-
cate land between two crops (following Marra
and Carlson 1990). The farmer’s decision could
be written as

max
L1≤L̄

EU(�1L1 + �2(L̄ − L1) + w̄)(1)

where L1 is land devoted to crop 1, L̄ is to-
tal land available, �i is the per acre net return
from crop i, w̄ is exogenous wealth, and EU(·)
is the expected utility function. The standard
procedure with such a set-up has been to use
first-order conditions and structural assump-
tions to estimate risk aversion (see Just and
Just forthcoming for a review and critique of
this literature).

The first-order condition is given by

E[U ′(�1L1 + �2(L̄ − L1) + w̄)

× (�1 − �2)] = 0.

(2)

To estimate this relationship, we would need to
know the parameters of the per acre profit dis-
tribution for each crop, the parameters of the
utility function at initial wealth, the amount of
land utilized for each crop, and the net return
per acre. The mean per acre return is given
by L1(�1 − E(�1)) + (L̄ − L1)(�2 − E(�2)).
The first-order condition can then be approxi-
mated using a Taylor series expansion around
this mean per acre return as

E[U ′(E(�1)L1 + E(�2)(L̄ − L1) + w̄)

× (�1 − �2)]

+ E




U ′′(E(�1)L1 + E(�2)

× (L̄ − L1) + w̄)

× [L1(�1 − E(�1)) + (L̄ − L1)

× (�2 − E(�2))](�1 − �2)


 = 0.

(3)

Suppose that land devoted to crop 2 (i.e.,
productive activity) yields a certain return

(e.g., leasing out the land, placing it in con-
servation reserve, etc.). Then, the first-order
condition in (3) can be rewritten as

L1 = E(�1) − �2

��2
1

(4)

where � is the coefficient of absolute risk aver-
sion. So far, we have implicitly assumed that
the farmer knows the probabilities in her/his
profit distributions and takes them as given.
If instead she/he used a probability weight-
ing function of the sort proposed in Kahne-
man and Tversky (1979), the perceived mean
would be diminished, and the perceived vari-
ance would be lower as long as the probability
density of any given outcome remained below
the fixed point of the weighting function (i.e.,
where the perceived probability is equal to the
actual probability). We will assume that prob-
ability density is below this fixed point, thus
resulting in a perceptual lowering of probabil-
ities. This is consistent with the certainty effect,
where crop 2 is given added weight because it
does not involve uncertainty. Thus, the land al-
location contains information about both risk
aversion and the degree to which risky choices
are diminished by probability weighting. Let
the perceived profit and variance be given by
E(�1) − � 1 > 0 and �2

1 − �1 > 0, respectively,
where � 1 > 0, �1 > 0 are parameters repre-
senting the impact of probability weighting, so
that

L1 = E(�1) − �2 − �1

�̃
(
�2

1 − �1
) .(5)

Estimating � in equation (4) when equation (5)
is the true relationship biases the estimate of
absolute risk aversion as follows:

� = �̃
(E(�1) − �2)

(
�2

1 − �1
)

(E(�1) − �2 − �1)�2
1

.(6)

Thus, the estimate of � , which ignores proba-
bility weighting, may be higher or lower than
the true coefficient �̃ depending on the sign
of the first term in the denominator. Specifi-
cally, the sign of estimated risk aversion will
be wrong if � 1 >E(�1) − �2. This is trou-
bling since we typically know too little about
probability distortions to account for them em-
pirically and must rely instead on potentially
misleading estimates of � .

So far, these decision functions reflect the
risk aversion embodied by a single deci-
sion over a stand-alone risk. Small changes
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in the net return distribution will alter land
allocation in a way that primarily responds
to risk aversion but not probability weight-
ing. Thus, estimates based on decision changes
may net out the effect of probability weight-
ing and may therefore be more stable than
estimates based on a stand-alone decision. To
demonstrate, consider an isolated change first
in the expected value of the net return distri-
bution, then in its variance. With either iso-
lated change, we could estimate risk aversion
by assessing how an individual modifies her/his
production decisions in response to this distri-
butional change. If the expected value changes
and absolute risk aversion when facing both
the original and the modified gamble is the
same,5 then equations (4) and (5) imply

�L1 = �E(�1)
��2

1

(7)

�L1 = �E(�1)
�̃
(
�2

1 − �1
) .(8)

If we cannot account empirically for prob-
ability weighting and must estimate equa-
tions (7) when (8) is the true model, we would
again bias our estimate of risk aversion but in
a different way than before

� = �̃

(
�2

1 − �1
)

�2
1

.(9)

Now, suppose that means were fixed, and the
variance was allowed to change by � (and re-
sulting in an additional perceived change in
variance �� due to probability weighting). As
before

�L1 = E(�1)
�

(
1

�2
1

− 1(
�2

1 + �
)
)

(10)

�L1 = E(�1)
�̃

×
(

1
�2

1 − �1
− 1(

�2
1 − �1 + � − ��

)
)

(11)

where |��| < |�|. Equations (10) and (11) imply

5 This is equivalent to assuming local constant absolute risk aver-
sion. The gambles are assumed to differ only by expected value
and thus may induce different levels of absolute risk aversion un-
der more general assumptions. Černý (2004) notes that, unless
the gambles involve large skewness, absolute risk aversion should
be approximately stable regardless of the properties of the utility
function.

� = �̃

[
�

� − ��

] [
�2

1 − �1 + � − ��

�2
1 + �

]

×
[

�2
1 − �1

�2
1

]
.

(12)

Equations (9) and (12) share an important
property; namely, in both cases the estimate
of risk aversion � , while biased, must have
the correct sign. To see this, note that our as-
sumptions regarding the extent of probabil-
ity weighting implies that each of the braced
terms in equation (12) must have the same
sign numerator and denominator, ensuring
that �̃ has the same sign as � . This sug-
gests an important potential benefit of assess-
ing risk preferences using comparisons be-
tween gambles: when probability distortion is
present but cannot be extracted from empir-
ical estimates of risk aversion, measures of
marginal risk aversion may difference away
this distortion and may therefore be more
stable and more representative of behavior
than standard measures based on stand-alone
gambles.

Behavior encompassing both risk aversion
and probability distortion is important in prac-
tice because the fixed effects of risk enter
into the standard first-order conditions as in
equation (5). Thus, the common approach that
relies on first-order conditions will produce es-
timates that are not predictive of how behavior
will change given changes in the parameters of
the distribution of profits or other production
characteristics. Rather, these estimates may be
highly biased and potentially imply risk-averse
behavior, when in fact the underlying behav-
ior is risk loving on the margin. This forms our
first research hypothesis.

H1: In the presence of probability weight-
ing behavior—including the certainty
effect—risk behavior on the margin
will not conform to standard risk mea-
sures for an individual risk.

Alternatively, estimating risk aversion using
observed changes in behavior, although it will
not allow us to identify probability distortions,
should lead us to operationally more accu-
rate predictions of behavior. Hence, marginal
risk aversion—whether based on changes in
expected value or variance—may be a more
robust notion of behavior for the typical prob-
lems encountered by economists. Our sec-
ond research hypothesis is derived from this
theory.
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H2: In the presence of probability weight-
ing, measures of marginal risk aver-
sion are more stable than standard risk
aversion.

To test these hypotheses, we derive simple
measures of marginal and standard risk aver-
sion and compare them across several gam-
bles. We define our indicator of standard risk
aversion as R ≡ 1 − WTP

E(x) , where WTP is the
willingness to pay for a gamble defined implic-
itly as EU(x − W T P + w0) = U(w0), where x
is the risky outcome, w0 is the initial wealth,
and E(x) is the expected value of the risky
outcome. Thus defined, this indicator is inter-
preted much like � ; namely, R > 0 (< 0) indi-
cates an individual who is risk averting (loving)
in the standard sense. Since R is based on ob-
served behavior, any probability weighting is
captured by this indicator. Given probability
distortion, therefore, R is akin to �̃ and may ac-
tually have the opposite sign of � as illustrated
by equation (6) because probability weighting
leads the individual to behave as if she/he was
risk averse in the expected utility sense. Thus,
discounting all risky choices can impact deci-
sion functions in a way that may obscure the
underlying risk preferences.

In general estimates of marginal risk aver-
sion could be obtained by estimating changes
in probability distributions, then using a stan-
dard utility function as a marginal utility func-
tion in order to incorporate observed changes
in behavior. We leverage the experimental
structure of our data to derive an even simpler
indicator of marginal risk aversion. We focus
on changes in E(x) holding variance constant
and changes in variance holding E(x) constant.
In the first case we take �WTP < �E(x) as
evidence of marginal risk aversion. In the sec-
ond case we take �WTP/�� < 0 as evidence
of marginal risk aversion. We define these two
indicators of marginal risk aversion as

MRE(x)

=




1 − �WTP
�E(x)

if �E(x) > 0 and �� = 0

�WTP
�E(x)

− 1 if �E(x) < 0 and �� = 0

(13)

MR� = −�WTP
��

if �E(x) = 0

and �� �= 0.

(14)

These marginal risk aversion indicators are
interpreted much like � and R: positive (neg-
ative) values indicate that an individual is risk
averting (loving) on the margin.

According to MR� , an individual who is will-
ing to pay more to increase the variance of
a gamble holding expected value constant is
marginally risk loving (i.e., she/he would pre-
fer more risk on the margin). MRE(x) is a more
subtle measure of marginal risk aversion. If the
starting point is a certain payoff, MRE(x) will
mirror standard measures of risk aversion. But
if the starting point is a gamble, MRE(x) relates
to the changes in absolute risk aversion that
occur as wealth changes and thus to the notion
of increasing or decreasing absolute risk aver-
sion (IARA or DARA). For example, we could
think of a shift in mean (holding all else con-
stant) as adding wealth and offering the same
gamble, where WTP is now augmented by the
increase in wealth. In this case MRE(x) will be
less than 1 if WTP to increase wealth by �,
given the same gamble, is less than �. In other
words, the individual has higher absolute risk
aversion when wealth is increased. While the
possibility of IARA or DARA has been ex-
plored thoroughly in the literature, economet-
ric applications typically assume that IARA or
DARA must prevail over the entire range of
wealth, which explicitly excludes the possibil-
ity of such a switch.

Data

This article uses data from the Salem and
Perambalur districts of Tamil Nadu state,
India (see figure 1). These data were col-
lected with local support from Tamil Nadu
Agricultural University and funding from the
Agricultural Biotechnology Support Program
(USAID-Cornell University). Ten enumera-
tors surveyed 290 households in three Per-
ambalur villages (Annukur, Pandagapadi, and
Namaiyur) and three Salem villages (Vel-
laiyur, Kilakku Raajapalayam, and Kavarpar-
nai). The team collected data in two parts.
In the first part, enumerators administered a
detailed household questionnaire focused on
farmers’ management decisions, valuation of
seed traits, risk exposure, and wealth. In the
second part, the team conducted experiments
with farmers to elicit their valuation of hy-
pothetical yield distributions. Farmers earned
money (Rupees, or Rs.) according to their per-
formance in the experiment.
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Figure 1. Map of surveyed villages in Salem and Perambalur districts of Tamil Nadu (TN),
India

Figure 2. Marginal probability distributions for distribution types used in experiment (payoffs
in Rupees (Rs.) on x-axis)

The experiment consisted of a series of hy-
pothetical farming seasons. At the beginning
of each season, farmers were offered a “seed”
with a known Rupee-payoff distribution. This
distribution was explained simply and repeat-
edly and shown graphically in order to fa-
cilitate farmers’ understanding of the payoff
distribution implied by a given “seed.” The
distribution of a particular “seed” was rep-
resented by ten chips in a small black bag.
There were three colors of chips, each repre-
senting a “harvest” payoff: blue (high), white
(average), and red (low). The distribution
was modified by changing the proportion of
blue, white, and red chips in the bag. Farm-
ers’ valuation of the seed was elicited using
an open-ended question and the well-known
Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (BDM) mecha-
nism (1964). As shown in figure 2, we focus on
four payoff distributions from the experiment:

a benchmark base gamble (B), a high gamble
with a higher mean payoff (H), a low gam-
ble with a lower mean payoff (L), a stabi-
lized gamble with lower variance (S), and a
truncated gamble with positive skewness (T).
Figure 2 shows the marginal probability distri-
butions and the expected value (EV), standard
deviation (�), and skewness (sk) for each of
these gambles.6 Every farmer valued each of
these payoff distributions several times, first
during practice rounds, then in a final high-
stakes round.

To control for learning and ordering effects,
all farmers started and ended with the bench-
mark gamble B, and each farmer’s valuation of

6 These simple typological distributions were chosen to facilitate
farmers’ understanding of the experiment. We used simple pictures
like those in figure 2 to capture each distribution and explain the
experiment to farmers.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Indicators of Standard Risk Aversion (R) and Marginal
Risk Aversion (MR)

Mean Std. Dev Std. Error Min Max % Risk Averse (>0) N

B 0.11 0.24 0.014 −0.70 0.71 69% 290
S 0.11 0.27 0.016 −0.90 0.80 74%

R H 0.27 0.21 0.012 −0.24 0.75 89%
L −0.50 0.74 0.043 −4.00 0.85 23%
T 0.21 0.23 0.014 −0.52 0.85 81%

MR� [B–S] 0.02 0.82 0.048 −2.71 4.46 49% 290
[B–H] 0.55 0.57 0.033 −1.00 2.25 81%

MRE(x) [B–L] −0.51 0.50 0.029 −1.95 1.17 10%

B was computed as his average valuation of B
over these two rounds. Between these two B
rounds, gambles H, L, S, and T were randomly
ordered (see Lybbert 2004 for more details
about the experiment). These data have been
used elsewhere to assess poor farmers’ valu-
ation of pro-poor seeds (Lybbert 2006). That
analysis of these data suggested that farmers’
valuation is responsive to expected yield but
not to higher moments of the yield distribution
and points to the distinction between standard
and marginal risk aversion that we make in this
article.

Analysis

In this section, we analyze the standard
and marginal risk aversion indicators defined
above. We first present descriptive statis-
tics based on these indicators and examine
their consistency with theories of probability
weighting and the two resulting hypotheses,
H1 and H2, discussed above. We then com-
pare the two indicators in an effort to detect
deviations and patterns between standard and
marginal risk aversion.

According to table 1, a majority of individu-
als in our data are risk averse according to our
indicator R. The one exception is for gamble L,
which was the only one that involved losses and
an expected value below that of gamble B. This
may result from a simple anchoring and adjust-
ment mechanism. Having already assessed and
valued gamble B, individuals may anchor on
their WTP for this base gamble and then fail
to adjust sufficiently up or down when valuing
the alternatives. Such an anchoring on gamble
B would create exactly the pattern we observe
for gambles L and H in table 1. Without first
seeing gamble B, we would expect the mean of
R for H and L to be much closer to that of B.
This behavior is similar to those supposed by

prospect theory, albeit with a reference gamble
rather than a reference point.

Since we presented the B gamble as the base-
line distribution, and all other gambles were
presented sequentially as variations of this
baseline distribution, we compute marginal
risk aversion relative to the B gamble. Table 1
also shows the percentage of marginal risk-
averse individuals, based on MR, for each
gamble pairing. Across these gambles, fewer
individuals are marginal risk averse than stan-
dard risk averse. This provides support for H1
and thus the probability weighting model, in
that marginal risk behavior does not resem-
ble average behavior. For example, fewer indi-
viduals are marginal risk averse when moving
from B to S than are standard risk averse for
gamble S. The same holds for gambles H and L
as well. In the case of MR� , three-quarters of
our subjects are risk averse on average, while
one-half are risk loving on the margin, imply-
ing that many are simultaneously standard risk
averse and marginal risk loving.

While table 1 indicates that marginal risk
aversion diverges substantially from standard
risk aversion, it also suggests that our mea-
sure of marginal risk aversion may be no more
stable than our standard risk aversion mea-
sure. To test H2 more directly, we assess the
stability of these measures using the absolute
value of the coefficient of variation (i.e., rela-
tive standard deviation) for each measure of
risk aversion. Since the structure of our ex-
periment allows us to compute multiple stan-
dard and marginal risk aversion indicators for
each subject, we are able to generate a co-
efficient of variation for R and MR for each
subject. Figure 3 displays the density of these
subject-specific coefficients of variation. Sta-
tistical tests of the null hypothesis that R and
MR are equally variable within individuals
confirm what is visually evident in this fig-
ure: our marginal measure is indeed no more
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Figure 3. Distribution of subject-specific relative standard deviations (absolute value of co-
efficients of variation) for standard risk aversion (R) and marginal risk aversion (MR) across
gambles

stable than our standard measure.7 This re-
futes H2, the research hypothesis that marginal
measures of risk aversion should be more sta-
ble than standard measures, and calls into
question the probability weighting model of
marginal versus average risk aversion. If, in
fact, marginal risk aversion is nearly as volatile
as overall risk aversion, we must search for an
alternative or supplementary explanation for
the divergence in measures of standard and
marginal risk aversion. One possibility might
be a tendency to anchor one’s valuation of a
gamble on a relevant benchmark—the base
gamble B in this case—and adjust this valu-
ation in response to changes in the gamble in
reference to this benchmark. In isolation such
a decision heuristic is consistent with rejecting
H1 and failing to reject H2. If both probabil-
ity distortion and anchoring-and-adjustment
play a role in decision-making, marginal risk-
aversion measures may not difference away
the probability weighting bias. Instead, the bias
in R[B] due to probability distortion may carry
over to MR, since subsequent gambles are as-
sessed in reference to one’s valuation of B.

To assess the strength of such an anchoring-
and-adjustment tendency, we take a closer
look at how our simple measure R changes
across the six gambles in the experiment. Since
the B gamble is the logical benchmark, we

7 Standard t-tests for differences in the mean coefficient of vari-
ation for each also fail to reject the null that the means are equal.
Kolmogornov–Smirnov tests also fail to reject the null that the two
distributions are equal.

nonparametrically regress R[i] for i = {H, L, S,
T} on R[B].8 As shown in figure 4, these four
regression lines are ordered top-to-bottom by
EV. Their intercepts suggest that individuals
who are risk neutral when facing gamble B be-
come risk averse when facing a more favorable
gamble with higher EV (H) or lower vari-
ance (S) or both (T) but become risk loving
when facing a gamble with lower EV (L). The
slope of these regression lines for H, S, and
T is clearly less than one. Parametric versions
of these regressions confirm that the slope of
these lines is statistically significantly less than
one.9 The regression line for L, on the other
hand, has a slope closer to one. Together, the
evidence in figure 4 suggests that individuals
anchor on gamble B when valuing changes in
risk. In the case of the Rs. 30 increase in EV
entailed in gamble H, they anchor on B and
increase their WTP by much less than Rs. 30,
and overall standard risk aversion increases as
a result. The opposite occurs when EV falls
by this amount (as in gamble L), and individu-
als become much more risk loving according to
standard measures as a result of insufficient re-
ductions in their WTP. This is strong evidence
that individuals are not evaluating each gamble
in isolation, even though the gambles were pre-
sented to them separately. Rather, they seem

8 All of the nonparametric results that we report are computed
using an Epanechnikov kernel. In all cases other kernels produce
nearly identical results.

9 The 95% confidence intervals on the slopes of these lines are
as follows: [0.18, 0.38] for H, [0.32, 0.53] for T, and [0.34, 0.58]
for S.
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Figure 4. Standard risk aversion indicator for base gamble (R[B]) compared to the risk-
aversion indicator for high, low, stable, and truncated gambles (R[i], i = {H, L, S, T})

to make incremental adjustments after com-
paring gambles.

Next, consider the relationship between
standard and marginal risk aversion. Expected
utility theory disallows simultaneously risk-
averse and risk-loving behavior at a given local
point on the utility function and therefore re-
quires a simple positive relationship between
the two in the case of changing variance. Thus,
if we regress R on MR, expected utility theory
would require the resulting line to have a posi-
tive slope and pass through the origin. Figure 5
displays nonparametric regressions of this re-
lationship using B as the base gamble for com-
puting MR. The top, middle, and bottom panel
pairs in figure 5 assess this relationship when
moving from this base gamble to S, H, and L,
respectively. Thus, adjacent panels share the
same MR x-axis. The only difference between
adjacent panels is the gamble used to compute
R: panels on the left use R[B], while those on
the right use R[i], i = {S, H, L}.10 In the positive
(negative) quadrant of these graphs, standard
and marginal measures of risk aversion indi-
cate consistent risk-averse (loving) behavior.

10 The left-hand panels of figure 4 might suggest to some that some
sort of reversion to the mean is taking place, in that those with lower
standard risk aversion display higher marginal risk aversion. How-
ever, the right-hand panels show the exact opposite relationship,
contradicting the notion of reversion to the mean and making it
difficult to dismiss the notion of a reference gamble.

In the other quadrants these measures indi-
cate simultaneous risk-averse and risk-loving
behavior. As shown by the percentage of indi-
viduals in each quadrant, the share of individ-
uals who are simultaneously risk averse and
risk loving is heavily shaped by whether we
base our stand-alone indicator R on the base
gamble or comparison gamble. In the top pan-
els 57% are simultaneously risk averse and risk
loving when using R[B], but this drops to 27%
when using R[S].

The patterns evident in figure 5 are worth
discussing in greater detail. The top left panel
regresses R[B] on MR�[B–S] and suggests that
those who initially display greater standard
risk aversion in gamble B (i.e., high R[B]) dis-
play lower marginal risk aversion—or even
marginal risk seeking—when moving from B
to S. The opposite pattern is evident in the top
right panel, which regresses R[S] on MR�[B–
S] and suggests that those who display greater
marginal risk aversion when moving from B
to S (i.e., high MR�[B–S]) ultimately display
greater standard risk aversion in gamble S.
The middle and bottom sets of panels show
this pattern when regressing R[B] and R[i]
on MRE(x)[B–i] for i = {H, L}. This remark-
ably consistent pattern provides further evi-
dence that individuals anchor on gamble B and
adjust their valuation of subsequent gambles
with reference to this anchor. In particular,
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Figure 5. Kernel regressions of marginal risk aversion (MR) relative to gamble B on risk
aversion (R) (percentage of observations in each quadrant noted)

risk-averse individuals with a low WTP for
gamble B heavily adjust their valuation when
offered variations on gamble B. In contrast
those with a higher WTP for gamble B adjust

their valuation very little when offered varia-
tions on gamble B. This difference in adjust-
ment is enough to completely reverse the risk-
aversion ranking of participants on average.
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Last, the regression curves in the three right
panels are of nearly the same location and
slope, although the ranges of marginal risk
aversion on the horizontal axis are different
for each gamble. If this relationship holds true
more generally, estimation of marginal and
standard risk aversion resulting from a pair of
gambles could be predictive of the measures
of risk aversion over a wide range of gam-
bles. Interestingly, the prevalence of DARA
(as measured by MRE(x)) appears to be depen-
dent upon standard risk aversion in the base
gamble. Those who display standard risk lov-
ing in the base gamble display IARA behavior.
This is, of course, flipped when comparing to
an alternative gamble. We see this same pat-
tern of behavior when examining the response
to shifts in variance (MR�), with greater aver-
sion to risk on the margin resulting from stan-
dard risk-averting behavior in the base gamble.
Such behavior could add to the rapidly ex-
panding literature exploring reference points
under uncertainty, thus providing one expla-
nation for why small changes in gambles that
straddle the gain/loss divide may not result in
rapid changes in risk aversion. Such a change
in a gamble may therefore only elicit a mild
readjustment rather than the large, discrete
loss aversion effect found by Kahneman and
Tversky (1979).

Conclusion

In this article, we differentiate between
marginal and standard risk aversion. Marginal
risk aversion embodies the changes in behav-
ior observed when the underlying gambles
change. Standard risk aversion is embodied
by the behavior observed for a single gamble.
Empirical work has focused solely on standard
risk aversion and its impacts on production and
other behaviors. Well-documented behavioral
anomalies suggest that standard risk aversion
measures will not be predictive of behavior
when underlying risky choices change. This
may result from probability weighting or from
reference-based behavior. If behavior is con-
sistent with probability weighting, marginal
risk aversion measures will be more robust to
estimation bias and have a greater correlation
with behavioral changes due to shifts in proba-
bility distributions. While the results of our ex-
periment confirm strong differences between
marginal risk aversion and standard risk aver-
sion, the measures of marginal risk aversion

appear to be just as volatile as measures of
standard risk aversion, refuting probability
weighting as the sole explanation for the differ-
ence between marginal and standard risk aver-
sion. Instead, the evidence suggests a strong
tendency—either in isolation or in conjunction
with probability distortion—to anchor on a ref-
erence gamble and make adjustments on the
margin in response to changes in risk.

The relationship between marginal and stan-
dard risk aversion depends primarily on how
the gamble is adjusted from a reference gam-
ble. In comparing two gambles, one of which
involves a marginal distributional change,
marginal risk aversion is negatively related to
standard risk aversion measured over the ref-
erence gamble, while positively related when
measured over the alternate gamble produced
by this marginal change. We find remarkable
regularity in this relationship, both in terms of
slope and intercept, across a set of several gam-
bles. Standard risk aversion measures display
unreasonable variation across gambles, under-
mining researchers’ ability to predict behavior
in one gamble from that in another relying
solely on standard risk aversion measures. The
results of this experiment appear to suggest
that we need both measures of standard risk
aversion from a reference gamble (e.g., the
current year yield distribution) and a measure
of marginal risk aversion (e.g., marginal re-
sponse to changes in year over year yield dis-
tributions) to make robust predictions of risk
response.11

As a profession, we need to acknowledge
that empirical estimates of behavioral risk pa-
rameters must be interpreted relative to the
modeling construct from which they are de-
rived. Our simple crop allocation model shows
how strict interpretations of model parameters
can be misleading. If, for example, a model
assumes away some pervasive behavior like
misperception of probabilities, these assump-
tions should cause us to be careful in interpret-
ing any resulting risk aversion coefficients. Just
and Just (forthcoming) examine this issue in
the context of parameter identification for a
wide set of production models. Further work
is needed to link estimation techniques with
potential biases and interpretation of results—
perhaps in a way similar to how the contingent

11 This observation applies to the use of proxies for risk as well
as models employing assumed risky distributions. Variables that
proxy for risk should measure marginal changes as well as absolute
levels of risk.
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valuation literature has dealt with response
bias.

Although we do not explicitly propose a new
model of decision making, a model allowing
a reference gamble-dependent decision rule
would allow for conformity to rational axioms
governing any single decision, while overall be-
havior could violate each of the three axioms
(order, continuity, independence) when the
reference gamble changes. This model would
explain an important class of expected util-
ity violations—similar to the certainty effect—
where the comparison gamble is important in
determining behavior.12 This class may be of
particular importance to applied economists if,
for example, farmers respond to changes in risk
using decision heuristics that focus only on the
changes rather than on the entire risk portfolio.
Our work supports the general consensus in
the field of agricultural economics that risk im-
pacts input allocation decisions. Given a static
set of homogeneous risky decisions, it may be
useful to employ the standard EU framework
to measure risk response. In practice, however,
finding homogenous and static risks may be a
challenge.

Estimating risk preferences has never been
an easy business, and this article suggests that
reference-based decision making under risk
may be pervasive and has important impli-
cations for applied economics. In particular,
future empirical work should widen its focus
to include measures of marginal risk aversion.
The introduction of matching techniques that
make use of panel data could lead to more rele-
vant models of belief formation and adaptation
over time. Behavioral models that address the
changes in perceptions and in behavior stand
a greater chance of capturing general—rather
than idiosyncratic—behavior.

[Received February 2008;
accepted January 2009.]
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